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دائرة ضع أسئلة  
Question one : Choose the correct answer : 

Reading comprehension 

In the 1940s, technology had developed enough for inventors to make the first generation 

of modern computers. One such model was so large that it needed a room that was 167 

square metres to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists in England developed the 

first computer program. It took 25 minutes to complete one calculation. In 1958 CE, the 

computer chip was developed. 

1-The underlined phrase (that decade) refers to……………… 

A-25 minutes       B-1958 CE     C-167 square metres   D-1940s 

2-The underlined pronoun (it) refers to…………………. 

A-One such model      B-England     C-a room     D-technology 

 

Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over the 

computer. Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are talking to. 

In this way, students who are studying English in Jordan can see what students in England 

are doing in the classroom while they are speaking to them. You can also use this system 

to invite guest speakers to give talks over a computer. For example, scientists or teachers 

from another country could give a lesson to the class. If you had this type of lesson, the 

students would be very excited. 

3-According to the text , the devices that help people to communicate using computers 

are….…… 

A-schools       B-cameras     C-speakers     D-schools 

 

Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them, a dream is coming true. 

They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so 

sure. They want to keep control of their own lives and their own things. In addition, they 

wonder what would happen if criminals managed to access their passwords and security 

settings. The dream could easily become a nightmare! 

4-The best heading for the above text is…………………….. 

A-An easy life        B-A frightening future    

C-What is the Internet of things   D-security settings schools 

 

Grammar and vocabulary : 

5-People have …………………… types of computers for thousands of years.   

   A-use     B-been using      C- been used     D- using 

6-In the 1940s , scientists in England ……………. the first computer program.  

   A-develop  B- develops    C-developing  D- developed  

7-Life in the future………………….see further changes in computer technology.  

  A-are going to  B-is going to   C- was going to  D- were going to  

8- A student often ………………… computers at home if they have them. 

 A-uses   B-use    C- used   D- using   

9-Everyone …………….. that the Internet connects people.  

  A-know   B- knows    C- knew    D- knowing  



 

 

10-Some people want ……………control of their own lives and their own things.  

  A-keep   B- keeps    C-to keep   D- keeping 

11-By the end of 2010 CE, companies …….…. more smartphones than PCs . 

   A-sell   B-sells    C-have sold   D- had sold 

12-In the near future, it is …………………….. that over 40% of the population in Jordan 

will have a smartphone.  

  A-estimate   B- estimates    C- estimated   D- estimating 

13-At the moment, people aged 16–30……………………… the most smartphones.  

  A-buy    B-are buying    C- were buying    D- bought 

14-Before she went to the library , Huda ……………her mother to prepare lunch. 

A-helps    B- help     C- had helped    D- has helped  

15-If he passes his exams , he………………………………on a long holiday.  

  A-go    B- goes     C- will go    D- would go 

16-It………………………..a lot in April in Jordan.  

A-don't rain   B- doesn't rain    C- wasn't rain   D- hadn't rain  

17-If I ………………you , I wouldn't smoke. 

  A-am    B- was     C- were    D- are 

18-Mahmoud ……………………….. home when the rain started.  

    A-were walking  B-was walking    C- walked    D- walking 

19-"I'm working very hard."   She said she ……………………. very hard. 

  A-is working    B- are working     C- were working   D-was working 

20-I had my computer………………………………. 

  A-fix     B-fixes        C- fixed      D-fixing 

21-Mohammad checked his mails , ……………. he started work.  

  A-then and    B-and        C-after      D- and then 

22-You are not allowed to touch this machine.  You …………….. touch this machine. 

  A-can      B-must      C- have to    D-mustn't 

23- Solar panels generate…………………………………….. from the sun. 

  A-helmet    B- grateful      C- headlines   D- energy   

24- We’re going to Aqaba again ………………………..the summer. 

  A-in    B- on      C- at     D- by 

25-We can connect…………………….. people on the Internet. 

  A-about    B- in        C- out     D- with  

26- A ……………..is a small square piece of plastic that was used to store information from 

computers. 

  A-calculation  B- floppy disk       C-program    D- World Wide Web 

 
 االجابات 
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Question two : Choose the correct answer : 

Reading comprehension 

1-In 1983 CE, people could buy a laptop for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the British 

scientist Tim Berners-Lee developed the World Wide Web. It was not until 2007 CE that the 

first smartphones appeared. Today, most people use their mobile phones every day. 

-The Internet was developed in Britain in………… 

A)1983CE     B)1990 CE     C)Today     D)2007CE 

 

2-Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with 

information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk about 

how you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms. Here are some ideas: Many 

classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers can 

show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to show 

educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages, and so on. 

-The sentence which acts as an introduction in the text is……………………….. 

A)Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with 

information in an interesting and challenging way.  

B) Today, I am going to give a talk about how you can use technology in Jordanian 

classrooms.  

C) Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen.  

D) As a consequence, teachers can show websites on the board in front of the class. 

 

3-In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore, 

students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, researching 

information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for pair and group 

work. 

-The underlined word in the text above (Therefore) expresses ………………………… 

A)addition    B)consequence    C)cause     D)opposition 

 

4-Most young people communicate through social media,. Some students like to send 

messages that are under 140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers can ask students to 

summarise information about what they have learnt in class in the same way. If students 

learn to summarise quickly, they will be able to use this skill in future. 

-The underlined phrase (this skill) in the text can be replaced by………………….. 

A)summarizing    B)information    C)social media   D)sending messages 

 

5-Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them, a dream is coming true. 

They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so 

sure. They want to keep control of their own lives and their own things. 

-The underlined word (others) in the text above refers to….. 

A)other things      B)other lives     

C)other people      D)the Internet of Things 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Grammar and vocabulary : 

6- An applicant has to give……………………………….. personal information. 

  A)on                     B) in                       C)out                          D)with  

7-A……………….. doesn’t need a keyboard. 

 A)laptop       B)PC             C)program                 D)tablet  

8-"Yesterday I bought a present for my mum." 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is………………… 

A)Huda said that she bought a present for her mum the day before. 

B)Huda said that she had bought a present for her mum yesterday. 

C)Huda said that she had bought a present for her mum the day before. 

D)Huda said that she bought a present for her mum yesterday. 

9-In the past, scribes wrote letters by hand. 

The correct passive form of the sentence above is………………. 

A)Letters were written in the past by hand. 

B)Scribes wrote letters in the past by hand. 

C)Letters have been written by hand. 

D)Scribes had letters written by hand. 

10-If  I  were you , I would wear a seatbelt. 

The above sentence expresses…………………….. 

A)consequence        B)result      C)opposition      D)advice 

11- I …………………………..painting my house. 

A)has been     B)are               C)have been    D)is 

12- By the time the bus arrived , we ………………waiting for an hour. 

A)have been    B)has been    C)is       D)had been 

13-The boy ………..computer games every day. 

A)plays     B)play    C)played     D)playing 

14-Look at that black sky. It ……………………………….to rain. 

 A)are going to    B)were going to   C)is going to    D)was going to 

15-I ………………………TV when my laptop switched off. 

A)were watching    B)was watching   C)is watching    D)am watching 

16-He had his house ……………………………… 

A)paint      B)painting     C)paints       D)painted  

17-"We have to give a talk." 

They said that they ……………….to give a talk. 

A)had       B) has     C)had         D)is 

18-At the moment , people………………………..smart phones. 

A) is buying     B)are buying     C)was buying             D)were buying 

19-The first tablet computer…………………………in 2010. 

A)were produced     B)are produced       C)is produced      D)was produced 

20-It is probable that this market …………………………..in the future. 

A)will expand               B)expand                   C)expands               D)expanded  

21-She asked the man to fix her washing machine. 

-The correct causative form of the above sentence is……. 

A)She had fixed her washing machine  B)Her washing machine had been fixed 

C)She had her washing machine fixed  D)She has fixed her washing machine 

 



 

 

22-The secretary will type the letter 

-The correct passive form of the above sentence is….  

A)The secretary will type the letter  B)The letter will be typed by the secretary 

C)The secretary will have the letter typed D)The secretary typed the letter 

23-Many people ……….. excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them…….a dream was 

coming true. 

A)  is    /  .   B)  are  /  .   C)  is   /  ,  D)  are  /  , 

24-Life /in the future / going / see further changes /computer technology. 

A) Life is going to in the future see further changes in computer technology. 

B) Life in further changes the future is going to see in computer technology. 

C) Life in the future is going in computer technology to see further changes. 

D)Life in the future is going to see further changes in computer technology. 

25- Despite , the recent advances in technology, it is still unreliable and very inconvenient. 

The function of the underlined word (Despite) in the above sentence is ……………….. 

A)advice                  B)consequence        C)cause        D)opposition 

 
 االجابات

1-B 2-A 3-B  4-A  5-C   6- C  7- D 8C 9-A 10-D 11- C 12- D  13-A  14-C  

15-B 16-D  17-A 18- B  19-D   20- A    21-C  22-B 23-D)  24-D 25-D 

 

 

Question three : Choose the correct answer : 

1)The first computer game was produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later by the 

computer mouse. In 1971 CE, the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information 

could be shared between computers. The first PC was produced in 1974 CE. 

-The ……………was produced in 1964 CE. 

A) computer game  B) floppy disk C) computer mouse D) PC 

2) During the 1940s, scientists in England developed the first computer program. It took 25 

minutes to complete one calculation. In 1958 CE, the computer chip was developed. 

-The word that means (using numbers to find an amount) in the text is…………………. 

A) computer chip     B) calculation   C) program    D) computer 

3) When I graduate from university, I would like to buy a house and ……………. 

A) meet up    B) wake up  C) take place   D) settle down 

4) It is likely that all aspects of everyday life will ………………..a computer program. 

A) rely on    B) blog  C) meet up    D) access 

5) I need to make a few …………….. before I decide how much to spend. 

A) headlines    B) smartphones C) calculations  D) filters 

6) Students can………………..to the website of their school. 

A) share   B) compare  C) create    D) contribute 

7)We should…………………….about the dangers of the Internet. 

A) connect   B) turn  C) fill    D) know 

 

 االجابات 
1-C    2- B    3-D      4-A   5-C   6-D   7-D 
 
 
 



 

 

Question four : Choose the correct answer : 

1) Most young people communicate through social media, by which they send each other 

photos and messages via the Internet. Some students like to send messages that are under 

140 letters for anyone to read. 

-The underlined pronoun (which) in the text refers to………….. 

A) young people   B) students  C) photos   D) social media 

2)Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it  does more than that  – it 

connects objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other ; for 

example, your TV automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat nav’ 

system tells you where you are. This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and there’s a lot 

more to come. 

-The word that means (speak to) in the text is…………………. 

A) communicate with     B) knows    C) tells    D) downloads 

3)Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them , a dream is coming true. 

They  say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others  are not so 

sure. They want to keep control of their  own lives and their own things. 

-The underlined pronoun (others) in the text refers to………….. 

A) other lives   B) other things C) other people  D) a dream 

4-He sometimes………………………..late. 

A)arrive   B) arrives  C) arrived   D) arriving 

5-I…………………….very hard these days. 

A)are working  B) is working  C) works   D) am working 

6-We……………………you several times since three o'clock. 

A)have phoned  B) phones  C) has phoned  D) is phoned 

7-The man……………………very hard this week. That is why he is tired now. 

A)work   B) are working C) have been working   D) has been working 

8-She comes from the UK , but she…………………….in Amman for a week. 

A)are staying    B) is staying   C) stay     D) am staying 

9-We………………………………….him for many years. 

A)knows   B) has known  C) is known   D) have known 

10-The employee……………..at the same store for ten years. 

A)has been working      B) have been working 

C) work       D) are working 

11-John………………………..right now. 

A)slept   B) is sleeping  C) are sleeping   D) have slept 

12-Water…………………………….of hydrogen and oxygen. 

A)consists    B) consist   C) consisted   D) have consisted 

13-Ayman……………………waiting since seven o'clock. 

A)have been   B) are    C) has been    D) will be 

14-The sun………………..up every morning. 

A)come   B) came  C) coming    D) comes 

15-It ……………………..in the Sahara Desert. 

A)don't rain   B) doesn't rain C) isn't rained  D) aren't rained 

14-The students ………………………..English for ten years. 

A)is studying      B) has been studying   

C) have been studying     D) had been studied 



 

 

15-She has an exam tomorrow. She ………………………to study hard. 

A)was going  B) are going  C) am going   D) is going 
 

 االجابات

1-D  2-A  3-C  4-B 5-D  6-A  7-D  8-B 9-D  10- A  11-B 12-A 13-C  14-D  

15-B  14-C  15-D 

 

Question five : Choose the correct answer : 

1-I …………………Chapter One before I began to study Chapter Two. 

A)studied   B) have studied  C) has studied D) had studied 

2-We …………………….television last night.  

A)watch            B) watched   C) watches  D) have studied 

3-The baby…………………when we arrived. 

A)was sleeping  B) were sleeping  C) sleep  D) sleeps 

4-After the guests had left , I ………………………….to bed. 

A)go             B) goes   C) went  D) will go 

5-My friend………………….a new mobile three days ago. 

A)buy              B) bought   C) buys  D) has bought 

6-It……………………….when the accident happened. 

A)rains   B) rain   C) has rained D) was raining 

7-You…………………….a letter yesterday. 

A)isn't written  B) doesn't write  C) didn't write D) don't write 

8-When they came , we……………………..video games. 

A)is playing             B) were playing  C) play  D) was playing 

9-I asked someone to repair my car. 

The correct causative form of the sentence above is : 

A)I have repaired my car.     B) I had my car repaired. 

C)My car was repaired.        D) I had repaired my car. 

10-We had our apartment………………….. 

A)paint            B) paints   C) painted  D) painting 
 

 االجابات 

1-D  2- B  3- A  4-C  5-B    6-D  7-C  8-B  9- B 10-C   
 

Question six : Choose the correct answer : 

1-My family……………….a trip to Europe every year. 

A)plans    B)was being planned   C)would plan        D)is planned  

2-According to Kate's schedule, she…………………her business partner next Thursday. 

A)would be met   B)will be met    C)was going to meet  D)is going to meet 

3-While my father………………a book , our neighbor came to visit us. 

A)is read            B)reads                      C)was reading       D)is being read 

4-I think humans…………………to Mars in 2070. 

A)will travel       B)were going to travel    C)have travelled       D) had been travelled  

5-I was driving to work when the engine………………..working. 

A)stops    B)were stopping          C)is stopped              D)stopped 

6-Nadia ………….her homework for two hours. 

A)have done   B)have been doing      C)has been doing      D)had been done 



 

 

7-My grandfather ……………………from 1890 to 1976. 

A)lived   B)is living         C)live                          D)lives 

8-Experts think that they…………………smart phones to our skins in the future. 

A)attached            B) attaches                   C)are attached             D)will attach 

9-Look ! The plane …………………..to take off. 

A)is going            B)go                              C)was going               D)were going 

10-Fatima …………….her work for two hours before she left the house. 

A)is doing             B)had done                  C)will do                    D)have been doing 

11-Look at that black sky! It………………………to rain. 

A)go                      B)was going     C)were going             D)is going 

12-The children…………………in the  yard for two hours. 

A)is playing        B)had been playing      C)am playing            D)has been playing 

13-My brother usually………………to school. 

A)walk          B)walking                      C)are walking           D)walks 
 

 االجابات

1-A  2- D  3-C 4-A  5-D   6-C  7-A 8- D  9- A 10-B  11-D  12-B  13-D 

 

Question seven : Passive voice :Choose the correct answer  

1-Milk …………….. every day by Ayman. 

A-are drunk   B-was drunk  C-were drunk D-is drunk 

2-Apples ……… usually ……………. by the man.  

A-is/eaten              B-was/eaten            C-are/eaten    D-were/eaten 

3-The poem ………………… yesterday by the interpreter. 

A-translated             B-is translated             C-were translated  D-was translated 

4-Many stamps ………………. last week by the boy. 

A-was collected       B-were collected            C-have collected  D-collect 

5-Petra ………………. tomorrow by the tourist. 

A-will visit              B-be visited            C-visited  D-will be visited 

6-The report …………… already ……………………… by Mohammad. 

A-has/been finished        B-have/been finished     

C-were/finished      D-are/finished 

7-The emails have newly ………………… by the secretary. 

A-sent      B-being sent             C-be sent   D-been sent 

8-The flats ………………….. by 2017 . 

A-have been sold     B-has been sold             C-had been sold  D-will be sold  

9-The letter ………….. now by the woman. 

A-typed                B- will be typed             C-was being typed  D-is being typed 

10-Trees ………………………….. at the moment by the farmers. 

A-will be planted     B-were being planted     C-are being planted         D-will plant  

11-Tennis ……………… by Ayham. 

A-were being played      B-was being played   C-have been played  D-playing 

12-Pictures …………………… by Jana. 

A-were being drawn      B-was being drawn       C-is being drawn  D-drawn 
 االجابات

1-D   2-C  3-D   4-B 5-D  6-A  7-D 8-C 9-D  10-C  11-B    12-A  



 

 

Question eight :Choose the correct answer 

1-The student……….the book back to the library tonight. 

A-bring                   B-brought               C-will bring                 D-was bringing  

2-The book………………now by the author. 

A-writes                  B-wrote                  C-was being written    D-is being written 

3-They……………….the report last Monday. 

A-submit                 B-submitted           C-are submitted          D-will be submitted 

4-He ………………his science project all night. 

A-has been doing    B-are doing            C-were doing              D-has been done 

5-Hundreds of people…………….in the streets every day. 

A-were attacked      B-will be attacked  C-attacked                 D-are attacked 

6-"I 'm writing to you with reference to this job position." 

Which sentence has a similar meaning to the one above? 

A-Ayham told Aya that I was writing to you with reference to that job position.  

B-Ayham told Aya that he was writing to her with reference to that job position. 

C-Ayham told Aya that he was writing to you with reference to that job position. 

D-Ayham told Aya that he is writing to her with reference to that job position. 

7-The moon………through the window when he sat down. 

A-is shining            B-was shining        C-will be shining       D-were shining 

8-The train……….before we got to the station. 

A-leaves                 B-will leave            C-had left                   D-is leaving 

9-I finally…………………my driving test last week. 

A-pass                    B-passed                C-am passing               D-have passed 

10-Ahmad comes from Jordan, but he……………at a luxurious hotel in France. 

A-was staying        B-were staying       C-are staying               D-is staying 

12-Nabil…….to exotic places every year. 

A-travels                B-travelled              C-travel                       D-is travelled 

13-The kitchen………………………at the moment. 

A-redecorated                                        B-was redecorated   

C-is being decorated                              D- was being redecorated 

14-They………………….at university for five years when she married in 2004. 

A-have been studying                              B-are studying                                         

 C-will be studying                                  D-had been studying  

15-"I will meet you here tomorrow." 

Sami told Ahmad that he………………….the day after. 

A-will meet her there                              B-would meet him there  

C-would meet you there                          D-would meet her here 

16-The road……….because the road flooded three days ago. 

A-was closed          B-is closed             C-will be closed         D-close 

17-The pilot often……..at the airport early 

A-arrived                 B-arrived               C-was arrived             D-arrives 

 
 االجابات   

 1-C  2-D  3-B  4-A  5-D 6-B 7- B 8-C  9-B  10-D  12-A 13-C 14-D  15-B  

 16-A  17-D 

 



 

 

(punctuation spelling ,  ترقيم sentence correct order ,  امالء  (..,   الصح الجملة ترتيب

Question nine :Choose the correct answer 
1-Although they are pocket-sized……. smartphones are powerful computers as well as 

phones……... 

A).  / .  B) ,  /  ,  C) .  /  ,       D) ,  /  .    

2-A metal machine ……….. on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 years old….. 

A)is found / ?   B) were found / .    C) was found / .     D) was found /: 

3-Which sentence has the correct punctuation ? 

A)Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers 

can show websites on the board in front of the class. 

B)many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers 

can show websites on the board in front of the class. 

C)Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence. teachers 

can show websites on the board in front of the class. 

D)Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen.  as a consequence, teachers 

can show websites on the board in front of the class. 

4-Which sentence has the correct structure ? 

A)Another way through talking to people of communicating with other schools is over the 

computer . 

B)Another way other schools of communicating with is through talking to people over the 

computer . 

C)Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over the 

computer . 

D)Another over the computer way of communicating with other schools is through talking to 

people  

5-Which sentence has the correct structure and punctuation? 

A)Is designing a web page like design the page of a magazine or a book. 

B)Are designing a web page like designing the page of a magazine or a book? 

C)Is designing a web page like designing the page of a magazine or a book? 

D)Is designing a web page like designing the page of a magazine or a book! 

6-Which word is spelt correctly 

A)calkulation          B)calculetion       C)culculation    D)calculation 

7-Which phrase is spelt correctly? 

A)identity fraod          B)identity fraud       C)idintity fraud    D)identity frawd  

 
 االجابات

1-D  2-C  3-A  4-C  5-C  6-D   7-B  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

كتابية  أسئلة  
Question  one : : Read the following text carefully , and then answer the questions 

that follow: 

Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with 

information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk about 

how you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms.  

Here are some ideas: 

Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers 

can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to 

show educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages, and 

so on. In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. 

Therefore, students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, researching 

information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for pair and group 

work. Teachers can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog , either about their own 

lives or as if they were someone famous. They can also create a website for the classroom. 

Some students like to send messages that are under 140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers 

can ask students to summarise information about what they have learnt in class in the same 

way. If students learn to summarise quickly, they will be able to use this skill in future. 

 

1-What is the function of the underlined word (therefore) ? 

2-Quote the sentence which tells the subject of the text. 

3-Find a word in the text which means (an online diary). 

4-According to the text ,what is the result of summarizing rapidly for students? 

5-Students benefit from tablets to do many things . Write down three of them. 

6-It is said that creating a website is beneficial to the students. Think of this statement , and 

in two sentences write down your point of view. 

 
 االجابات

1-consequence  2- Today, I am going to give a talk about how you can use technology in Jordanian 

classrooms.  3-blog  4- they will be able to use this skill in future. 

5- showing photographs, researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. 

 , I think that a website is good  for the students because they can contribute to it easily. Also اجابة مقترحة-6

they can share information with other students . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question two : Read the following text carefully , and then answer the questions that 

follow: 

Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it does more than that – it 

connects objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other; for 

example, your TV automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat nav’ 

system tells you where you are. This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and there’s a lot 

more to come. 

 

In just a few years’ time, experts say that billions of machines will be connected to each 

other and to the Internet. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. 

For example, your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it to your online 

shopping list; your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch will record your heart 

rate and email your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get 

some exercise! 

 

Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them, a dream is coming true. 

They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so 

sure. They want to keep control of their own lives and their own things. In addition, they 

wonder what would happen if criminals managed to access their passwords and security 

settings. The dream could easily become a 

nightmare! 

 

1- Find a word in the text which has the same meaning as ‘speak to’. 

2- According to the text , how will the ‘Internet of Things’ help you to keep fit? 

3- What does the word ‘others’ in bold in the third paragraph refer to? 

4-What does the Internet of things connect in addition to connecting people? 

5-According to the text , criminals might access two things. Write them down. 

6-Circle the correct words. 

   a-The article is about how the Internet………… 

( has developed / is developing) 

   b-The writer ………………… 

(says what he thinks / gives different opinions) 

   c-The best heading for the second paragraph is………………………. 

(An easy life / A frightening future) 

 

إلجاباتا  

1-communicate with 

2- your sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get some exercise! 

3-other people      4- it connects objects, too 

5- criminals managed to access their passwords and security settings 

6- a-is developing b-gives different opinions  c-an easy life    
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question three : Rewrite the following sentences  

1-Scribes wrote letters by hand in the past. 

Letters……………………………………………………………………………… 

2-People often type letters these days. 

Letters……………………………………………………………………………… 

3-She is translating the poem now. 

The poem…………………………………………………………………………. 

4-I think that you should quit smoking. 

If……………………………………………………………………………………. 

5-I asked someone to repair my car. (causative) 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6-I wrote the email , and then I sent it. 

Before……………………………………………………………………………… 

7-“ I have received an appreciation letter from the manager of our company.” 

The man said that………………………………………………………………….. 

8-“You haven’t signed here.” 

He told the businesswoman that…………………………………………………… 

 
 االجابات

1-were written by hand by scribes in the past. 

2-are often typed these days 

3-is being translated now (by her). 

4-I were you , I would quit smoking. 

5-I had my car repaired 

6-I sent the email , I had written it. 
7-he had received an appreciation letter from the manager of their company. 

8-she hadn’t signed there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


